
Bassan Safety Scraper
Ergonimic, light and easy to use.

RESQME
The ResQMe is designed to break vehicle side
windows and cut through jammed seat belts.

CRAFT KNI414
Industrial Safety Scapel

Safety scraper in composite material
Safety scraper to remove different kind of
material.

Emergency LED-light multitool
Emergency LED -light with emergency hammer and
safety belt cutter

Plastic box Soalam
Plastic box to store used blades.

Knife BLAYE to strip cables
Safety Knife to strip cables

Safety Knife TOUTON

Safety knife to cut and pick PVB from
windsheild.

Safety Knife Easy Cut
Safety Knife for bale twine and fertilizer big bags

Safety knifes and scrapers

MORE KNIFES ANDMORE KNIFES AND
SCRAPERSSCRAPERS
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Safety Scissors MARTOR SECUMAX
564
The SECUMAX 564 is characterized by its thumb
opening and its extra-long edge, which also makes
an ideal support surface.

Safety Scissors MARTOR SECUMAX 565
Our all-purpose tool for professional cutting. Ideal for
larger hands – or in case you wear gloves during work.

Safety Scissors MARTOR SECUMAX
363
Our safety scissors for extra fine and targeted
cuts. It is playfully easy to direct, using your thumb
and forefinger only.

FIrst aid cutter and hammer Martor
Secumax Salvex SOS
First-aid cutter and hammer in one

SAFEBOX for used blades 10800
Your personal used-blade bank.

BELT HOLSTER L 9922.08
What do you do with your cutting tools when you
are not actually using them?

Lockin key Combi
Do all of your employees know how to safely
change a blade?

Safety Device 9800 Klever Holster KCJ-HOL
Conveniently store your cutter or knife on your
belt

Olfa TK4-60 Touch Knife
Pocket-sized, multi-purpose knife. Counter Display

Pen Cutter SLICE 10512
Ideal for hard-to-reach areas with a ceramic blade and
finger-friendly egde

Pen Cutter SLICE 10513
Its patented handle features a rubberized slider
button with three possible blade positions,
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Industrial knife SLICE 10559
Manual Industrial Knife extends 76 millimeters for
cutting thick materials. Blade stops offer the
following cutting depths: 6 mm, 28 mm, 53 mm,
and 76 mm.

Precision Knife SLICE 10580
Precision Knife with unique handle offers an
innovative finger grip that gives the user precise
control for detailed cuts and intricate shapes.

Precision Cutter SLICE 00116
An unique craft knife with a fixed micro-ceramic
blade

HayKnife for bale twine and fertilizer
big bags
Excellent knife to safetly cut big fertilize bags and
bale twine.

Argentax RAPID 594
Ever had problems with a silicon cartridge? The
ARGENTAX RAPID provides first class cutting.

Olfa TK-4 Touch knife
To opening boxes and mail, envelopes.
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